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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Within the framework of the Austrian-German
model project for Gaia-X in the manufacturing
industry called EuProGigant, a common data
infrastructure is being designed and implemented according to the principles of Gaia-X for
the value chain ecosystem. The aim of the project is to demonstrate and scale a multi-site,
digitally connected manufacturing ecosystem
with a resilient, data-driven and sustainable
value chain to strengthen European industrial
leadership. The focus of the project is connecting various machines and systems, independent
of manufacturers and software or firmware versions of the control components. In addition to
the requirements for a common data infrastructure with regard to IT security, safety, reliability,
interface configuration for interoperability and
a functioning update management, it is worth
mentioning the requirements for integrated
digital functions (services) of heterogeneous
origin, which in the Gaia-X architecture are
obtained from the data ecosystem via the federation services. The utilisation of data from
production processes opens up tremendous
potential for implementing industrial use cases.
In the description of data value chains, highfrequency, time-synchronous data collection
and processing by means of services in edge
computing on the shop floor is seen as a particular driver of digital data-driven business

4

models. The white paper lays the conceptual
foundation for edge computing in the EuProGigant project and is intended to enhance the
understanding of the diverse use of edge systems
in production in connection with Gaia-X even
beyond the scope of the project.
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EuProGigant – European Production Giganet for
calamity avoiding self-orchestration of value
chain and learning ecosystems
Pilot Factory Industry 4.0 TU Wien
Dr Claudia Schickling
Lead Management Austria
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INTRODUCTION
MOTIVATION
The consortium of the Austrian-German model
project for Gaia-X in the production environment
called EuProGigant sees the use of edge technology as a crucial building block of the objective
described in the project proposal to build a resilient value chain and learning ecosystem.
Value creation for the consortium occurs at the
producing machine or plant. Functions for
enabling the production process to react to
unexpected and unknown interfering factors
and to keep the process stable (resilience) or to
increase the speed of the value creation process
are to be understood as quality features in the
production environment. This requires the processing of large amounts of data from machine
controls and sensors as well as a fast reaction
to the information obtained – in other words,
almost latency-free feedback to controls in
response to local or also higher-level warning
and diagnostic messages (so-called events). For
the project consortium, it is crucial for the devel-
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opment and research on the target systems and
the use cases to clarify terminology, describe
general approaches and thus achieve a broad
impact of the solution. Ultimately, the consortium aims to build an infrastructure and data
ecosystem in which all entities of production,
such as machines, plants, measuring equipment,
conveyor systems, warehouses, building infrastructure, etc., are interconnected. In this way,
the functional added value at the edge results
in added value for the entrepreneurial value
creation. The technical architecture of Gaia-X is
used for cross-company and cross-location networking.

EDGE COMPUTING IN THE EUPROGIGANT PROJECT

This article focuses on edge computing in the
Industry 4.0 domain. The use of the proposed
EuProGigant edge system is particularly relevant
in the context of cyber-physical production systems (CPPS)1 with the benefit of networking them
and enabling them to communicate, exchange
data and process software functions in a distributed fashion – all within a common data infrastructure. Industrial production is thus networked across companies, independent of location, flexibly and efficiently within a value chain
ecosystem.
The following chapters first describe the vision
of edge computing in the EuProGigant project.
Chapter 3 describes the typical set-up in industrial manufacturing today as well as approaches
to integrating edge computing into the manufacturing environment that have already been
tested. Chapter 4 then presents the project consortium’s chosen understanding of the edge
system. In Chapter 5, the hardware in question
is analysed and the difference to fog and cloud
computing is explained.
Finally, Chapter 6 addresses the questions of
liability and reassessment of CE conformity that
must be answered when retrofitting edge computing solutions to existing installations.
1

Cyber-physical production systems (CPPS): Cyber-physical
systems are computers that are embedded in and control
things in the physical world. Together they form a
network of IT, software, mechanical and mechatronic
components. In the Industry 4.0 domain, the physical
things are in particular manufacturing and production
equipment [1].
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DEFINITION OF EDGE
COMPUTING
Edge computing is a widely used term in the
industrial sector and is also becoming more
popular in the context of the strong growth in
Industrial Internet-of-Things (IIoT) applications.
Edge computing is defined as the collection and
processing of data with low latency because the
data are needed, for example, in the nearmachine environment at the edge of the company network [2]. Furthermore, according to the
Gartner definition, edge computing is part of a
distributed computing topology [3].
Edge computing enables the processing of large
amounts of data generated by the large number
of IoT-enabled sensors and devices. In cloud
computing, the transmission of large amounts
of data via the internet leads to high costs, which
are largely billed based on the bandwidth used.
Edge computing therefore takes on the task of
data compression, e.g. by generating key figures
or alerts, in order to minimise data traffic into
the cloud. [2]
The Gaia-X Association provides a definition of
edge computing in the glossary on the website.
Here, edge technology is described as a decentralised data architecture. Edge computing lends
itself to situations where large amounts of data
are generated and need to be processed. Realtime applications with latency times of a few
milliseconds are also important. Cloud technologies can be connected for further data processing. [4]
7
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The consortium describes innovative functions that will make edge computing
more autonomous and intelligent in the future to promote the goals of resilience
and increasing the speed of value creation in industry.
Applied to the production environment, the
vision of the EuProGigant project describes edge
computing with self-connection and self-orchestration functionalities. This means that the configuration of edge systems is learned and the
necessary interface selection from a library of
machine connection options by means of fieldbuses, other industrial computer units, sensors
or the cloud is both automated and intelligent.
New interfaces are automatically recognised
and, according to the necessary configuration,
new services for interface translation are loaded
into the data connector. The data connector is
a software component that enables the realisation of services for data acquisition or data output in connection with target systems. Today, a
wide variety of application programming interfaces (API) are used for this purpose. Self-orchestration of the devices ensures that resources are
deployed as needed and in a targeted manner,
which requires networked load monitoring of
the hardware and network connection. End
devices should be freely and – where necessary
– wirelessly positioned in the production environment and typically support integration with a
machine to form a computer cluster. In the
extremely visionary case, this is done via freely
moving edge computer units that move like
drones through production to their place of use,
EDGE COMPUTING IN THE EUPROGIGANT PROJECT

where they independently connect wirelessly
and configure themselves for the tasks at hand.
The project sees great potential in edge computing since data-driven value creation linked to
innovative digital business models begins at the
point of the data source and continues along the
data value chain. Digital services obtained from
connected data infrastructures are essential for
this. These services and the underlying technical
architecture of edge computing must be able to
capture data at high frequency and with a clear
time reference and to transfer the data into
standardised data structures.
The vision shows how important new transmission technologies such as OPC UA via TSN or 5G
will become in the future and which use cases
can be rethought. Examples include the energy
demand analysis for components or process
steps, process-integrated quality management
per component section and process-stabilising,
near-real-time control loops. This raises the
question of whether the hitherto monolithic
architecture of the machine tool should be broken up to create an open machine operating
within a continuously networked, flexible production environment.

9

EDGE COMPUTING
IN THE INDUSTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT
TODAY’S FACTORY
NETWORKS AND
THEIR ELEMENTS
Nowadays, computer units for production control (master computer) and for numerical
machine control (NCU) can already be found in
the industrial environment. The master computer forms a central unit in which the information from several machines involved in the
value-added process converges. In addition, the
master computer is used for planning and controlling production. Accordingly, all connected
machines are controlled via the master computer. Central control, charging and status functions are carried out on the master computers.
The numerical control unit (NCU) forms the core
of the CNC control, e.g. of processing machines.
In addition to the NCU, the CNC control also
includes drive controllers, a programmable logic
controller (PLC) and an operating unit as a
human-machine interface (HMI), as well as in
some cases further computing units depending
on the control architecture (e.g. PCU, TCU in
Siemens SINUMERIK® systems).
These components are connected to the machine
or plant in the plant network (see Figure 1). For
communication between PLC, drive controllers
and NCU, so-called field bus systems are used,
which today are usually Ethernet-based (RTE,
Real-Time Ethernet). These typically include
PROFINET® and EtherCAT®, which ensure the
capability of real-time information exchange for
automation applications. The NCU can additionally be connected to the company network via
standard Ethernet to gain access to network
10

drives [5]. This is used, for example, to load
machining programmes, transmit tool setting
data and communicate status and error messages from machines and systems to a production control system (Manufacturing Execution
System – MES) or a master computer. From an IT
perspective, network topologies in factories are
classically star-shaped and production systems
are centrally controlled. The familiar hierarchical assignment used for this purpose is described
in the automation pyramid.
Plant network
TCU

X120
NCU

Company network

Figure 1: Differentiation into plant and company network
as well as components of a SINUMERIK CNC control, image
source [5]

In older plants and systems, the plant network
is often not Ethernet-based; instead, it uses firstgeneration fieldbuses (e.g. PROFIBUS ®) or even
analogue wiring technology. A connection to a
company network is often not available or not
EDGE COMPUTING IN THE EUPROGIGANT PROJECT

advisable due to a lack of security updates. This
gap is closed today by edge systems, which provide interfaces that are not available on a
machine and thus bridge the gap between Ethernet networks and legacy systems.
Today’s modern production systems are complex
and require constant interaction between the
physical system and its virtual representation2.
This is necessary because, for example, customer-specific requirements are placed on products, which means that production systems have
to react adaptively to this and flows of goods
must be directed to specific production stations
for efficient, flexible production. The principle
is that products find their path through production independently depending on changing
boundary conditions and that machines and
systems adapt to this. This represents a fundamental change in the linking, planning and control of manufacturing and production resources.
This is changing the architecture of IT systems
in modern factories from classic IT network
topologies to a distributed, autonomous agent
system architecture.
2

An agent is a definable hardware and/or software unit. The agent grasps its environment and
is able to react to it independently. [6]
A widening of perspective from just production
systems to include other devices integrated into
the IT infrastructure has helped establish software-defined networks (SDN) as a way to provide
efficient management and programming functions. SDNs use conventional servers and hardware on which the control functions for the
network can be virtualised, e.g. in containers,
and scaled up as needed. The forwarding functions are separated from the control functions.
[7]

Digital twins are used in conjunction with cyber-physical
production systems.

EDGE COMPUTING IN THE EUPROGIGANT PROJECT
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NCU (e.g. SINUMERIK®)

OLD

RS232 – LAN
converter

SINUMERIK® RPC or
MTConnect

Shared folder
Computer in the production network (closed system, web services to
the outside, internal production network for aggregation)

Edge device
(SAP®PCo= decentralised
service)

Others

HMI front end

MES

recorders to retrieve data
from the bus systems;
e.g. IO-Link, CAN bus, ...

Use data from the
peripheral devices;
e.g. probes,
…

Figure 2: Data connection via a central edge device with
MES and cloud connection

EDGE ARCHITECTURES
The consortium has already implemented various edge architectures in industrial environments. Here, a few are discussed by way of
example and a conclusion is drawn with regard
to general approaches and distinguishing features.
In the architecture shown in Figure 2, data
retrieval of internal machine data from the NCU
is done via a connector module called RPC SINUMERIK based on a remote procedure call. This
module is usually implemented on the PCU and
provides functions for data and file transfer. Very
little data are transmitted from the SINUMERIK
RPC directly in the course of the function call
by the target system – here an edge device.
Larger amounts of data are written to files and
transferred via FTP (File Transfer Protocol) or a
file system by copy and paste (shared folder) [8].
In the case shown, the MTConnect protocol is
used as an alternative for retrieving machine
data; it makes use of the machine-readable XML
format to exchange data. The edge device communicates as an individual piece of hardware
with the MES system, which can be queried via
a web application as HMI front end, for example,
and provides information for the operations on
the machine. A number of services are executed
locally on the edge device. The Plant Connectivity service (PCo) from SAP ® is shown as an example. Further data from bus systems that are not
directly available as information in the plant
network can be captured via bus couplers and
transmitted either independently of the edge
device via a dedicated gateway or in connection
with the edge device after translation to the
12

Edge device
(e.g. signal pre-processing)
in the company network

Edge purely as
software

NEW

Process chain

Extrusion

Stretching

Figure 3: Edge computing at the edge of the production
network

compatible network protocol. The architecture
presented here uses edge computing mainly for
forwarding data to target systems by means of
a hardware device with locally instantiated services acting as a decentralised computer unit
close to the machine.
In Figure 3, edge computing is also used in conjunction with an ERP/MES system. In contrast to
Figure 2, the edge is located centrally at the edge
of the production network. This is due to the high
IT security requirements and ensures that there
is only one central access to the production
network, which is separated from the corporate
network. The production network represents
the company network according to Figure 1. The
central computer in the production network is
a process control computer with MES software.
Edge computing is software-based, e.g. on-premises, and runs on a virtual machine. It does not
refer to any specific hardware. Private cloud
instances can also serve as the basis for edge
computing in this case. Ultimately, the application determines the tolerable latency in the
exchange of information and thus the positioning of the functionalities in the network.
Figure 4 is a compilation of architectures that
have in common the universal, decentralised
use of edge devices as stand-alone hardware
devices in machine-oriented environments with
latency and big data requirements. This architecture is used when high-frequency data of
dynamic applications from different sources,
such as machine-internal control and drive data,
analogue and digital sensor signals and preprocessed signals from external measuring systems, have to be collected, aggregated, proEDGE COMPUTING IN THE EUPROGIGANT PROJECT

Sawing

Variant 1
NCU
(e.g. SINUMERIK®)

Variant 3

Edge device
(e.g. SINUMERIK®)
Cloud server

Active
power sensor

Analogue inputs

Merge tool

Edge device
(in-house
development)

Data connector

Variant 2
Edge device
(in-house
development)

NCU
(e.g. SINUMERIK®)

Active power
sensor

Virtual server in the company’s data centre

Edge device
(e.g. SINUMERIK®)

Cloud server

Visualisation
tool

NCU
(e.g. SINUMERIK®)

Edge device
(e.g. SINUMERIK®)
NCU
(e.g. SINUMERIK®)

Modbus input
cards
External sensor

Machine without
network

Analogue inputs

Figure 4: Practical examples of edge architectures for
high-frequency data processing in the near-machine environment

cessed and sent on to target systems, e.g. via
field bus (CAN, PROFIBUS ®, IO-Link, etc.). Possible target systems include cloud databases,
platforms with high-performance services for
artificial intelligence applications and the CNC
control of the machine itself. In these cases, the
edge device is equipped with at least a shortterm data buffer or even larger data storage
solutions. In practice, some edge devices have
been developed for specific tasks without provision for expansion of the devices by third parties
(such as the machine operator). They consequently need to be combined with other edge
devices. This quickly exhausts the available
space in the machine’s control cabinet so that
retrofittable or separate control cabinet systems
become necessary on the machine and are associated with additional costs and labour for electrical protection and documentation. Furthermore, the unused computing capacity of these
special edge devices is wasted.
Figure 5 shows the case of a purely service-based
understanding of edge computing. The instantiated digital services integrate functions on a
computer unit according to an architecture that
provides the basic functions and can be loaded
and configured on an application-specific basis.
Data are collected from different sources using
various interfaces. Microservices in a virtualised
environment using containers handle the data
processing. For this purpose, depending on the
application, AI engines can also be used either
as an AI service for model training or as a model
already trained in the specific application. Data
storage is done in databases via interface translation agents. Data brokers are playing an
increasingly important role in the establishment
EDGE COMPUTING IN THE EUPROGIGANT PROJECT

of sovereign, decentralised International Data
Spaces (see reference architecture model IDSA
\[9, 10]). They keep metadata available and
searchable so that data objects and IT resources
can be made available in the data space. Data
brokers are to be understood as part of a decentralised search engine.

Figure 5: Edge computing as a purely software-based
approach with flexible implementation in the production
environment (Software AG)
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EDGE COMPUTING IN A
PROJECT CONTEXT
In the context of the EuProGigant project (European Production Giganet) and
after compiling and discussing the information presented, the consortium has
created a working definition of edge computing for the project.
The requirements are:
¸ Edge systems support decentralised computing operations as close as possible to the data
source in order to meet a given time requirement in data transmission and data acquisition.
The time requirement depends on the application.
¸The edge system has an input layer, a logic
layer and an output layer as its basic structure.
The input layer takes over the task of data
acquisition via configurable interfaces as well
as the processing of data according to available, linked information models, which are
themselves linked to industry-specific vocabularies. The logic layer is responsible for data
handling based on the required data processing services and also for data storage, buffering and visualisation. In the Gaia-X context,
the logic layer generates self-descriptions as
information models and assigns them to the
data. The output layer makes the data and the
associated self-description available for transmission to target systems via standardised,
configurable interfaces.
¸The edge system enables communication with
target systems, e.g. on-premises, public cloud
or private cloud. The placement of the edge
in the network must be determined based on
IT security requirements and compliance
regulations. This may differ depending on the
application.
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The edge systems can take the form of edge devices
or edge clouds. An edge device is a stand-alone
hardware device. Edge cloud refers to computing
infrastructure both in the enterprise (on-premises)
and in the private cloud. The edge cloud can also
place familiar services from the public cloud sector
at strategic nodes close to the corporate network.
This can be done in conjunction with an edge-cloud
strategy, meaning that a provider’s services can be
implemented both in the edge and in the cloud as
a software product. The functionalities of the edge
– such as data processing, connectivity or applications in the field of artificial intelligence – can be
situated in an appropriate place, where the greatest
customer benefit arises in the given use case [11].
The functions are provided as services and are
hardware-independent.
The focus of data processing in the edge system is
on increasing value creation. The process information about the value creation is merged and
upgraded to new information structures so that
value creation can be enhanced in bidirectional
communication between the data source and the
edge system. In analogy to physical value creation,
data utilisation takes place along a digital data
value chain.
IIoT devices must be clearly distinguished from edge
devices. An edge device differs from an IIoT device
in that it offers the ability to instantiate Gaia-X services (see Fig. 6). A generic IoT device, for example, is
designed only as a data source with a fixed cloud
connection and gateway functionality.

EDGE COMPUTING IN THE EUPROGIGANT PROJECT

The edge system is understood in the consortium
as an (open source) software product that can
be installed in the local network at subnetwork
transition points3 or to increase local computing
capacity. The edge system is seen as a universal
and flexible system that offers self-connection
and self-configuration functions. It has functions
3

–

Subnetwork transitions:
Directly at the machine:
Transition from machine to local network;

–	In the manufacturing network: Transition from corporate network to manufacturing network;
–

for security integration and wide-ranging interface and protocol configuration and is discoverable via the Gaia-X Federated Catalogue 4 to
instantiate and monitor new functions as services. For this, the edge system must be able to
use the federated services (see Fig. 6) of Gaia-X.
It does not interfere with any safety-related
functions on the PLC or NCU due to functional
isolation and security-by-design so there is no
need to re-evaluate the safety of the installation.
4

B oth private and public catalogues are supported with
either centralised or decentralised distribution

In the corporate network:
Transition from internet to corporate network.

Figure 6: Federation services of Gaia-X as interface functions to orchestrate data flows between infrastructure and data
ecosystem [12]

EDGE COMPUTING IN THE EUPROGIGANT PROJECT
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HARDWARE FOR THE
EDGE SYSTEM

Understanding the edge system as a pure software product raises the question of the underlying hardware. Here, the edge system is supposed
to be agnostic and enable the most diverse
hardware classes. The hardware classes in the
project context are shown in Figure 7.
The edge devices segment is made up of individual devices of different performance classes.
Industrial PCs and industrial single board computers (SBC) are used in the project. On the one
hand, the edge cloud includes typical clusters
or local data centres, which are also frequently
marketed under the terms on-premises and private cloud.

EuProGigant
name
Hardware
Technology

In addition, however, this is also where multiple
edge devices can be connected to expand computing power or improve availability. Above this
is the cloud computing segment, which refers in
the context of the project to models ranging
from Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) to Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS).
Since the edge system knows the performance
requirements of its applications (see also GaiaX Self-Description) and the available edge hardware also provides its services in the form of
information, the positioning of the individual
applications in the network can be determined
automatically. This includes any repositioning
that may become necessary due to disruptions
or changes in service demand (“mobility of services”, i.e. service portability).

Edge devices
Single-board
computer

Industrial PC

Fog computing

Edge cloud
Multiple
edge devices

Cluster

Fog computing

IaaS/PaaS cloud
Data centre
Cloud computing

Figure 7: Hardware classes for edge systems in EuProGigant (source: PTW)
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EVALUATION OF SAFETY
WHEN RETROFITTING EDGE
DEVICES (ACCORDING TO
THE MACHINERY DIRECTIVE)

The edge system has cloud connectivity capabilities and handles tasks that are not performed
on a safety-critical system (such as the NCU) due
to the computing power and data volume. The
devices in the plant network exclusively process
a sufficient amount of data for value creation and
provide safety functions for the safety-compliant
operation of the machine or plant in accordance
with the Machinery Directive [13], such as safe
motion, e-stop, safe torque off, emergency stop,
emergency off. A revised version of the Machinery
Directive is expected in the period 2021 – 2023
[14]. The conformity assessment procedure verifies
the functionality of the safety functions. After
evaluation, the CE mark indicates to the operator
of a machine that it conforms to the standard [15].
The use of edge systems in connection with control
units on machines and plants is considered critical
if safety signals are influenced by them. In order
to avoid a reassessment of conformity after installation of an edge system, it must be demonstrated
that the change is not substantial as defined in
the Machinery Directive. The question to be clarEDGE COMPUTING IN THE EUPROGIGANT PROJECT

ified is whether new hazards have arisen as a result
of the installation or whether an existing risk has
increased. TÜV Süd writes that in cases of retrofits
to machine controls, the majority do not constitute
substantial changes [15]. In addition to the Machinery Directive, detailed requirements can also be
found in the paper “Substantial Modification of
Machinery” published by the Federal Ministry of
Labour and Social Affairs [16]. It is essential that
existing safety parameters remain unaffected by
the integration of edge systems and that no safetyrelated control signals are processed. In this case,
according to TÜV SÜD, a reassessment of conformity to the standard is not necessary [15]. After a
machine or plant has been modernised, it is of
great importance that the documentation be kept
up to date, including circuit diagrams, construction
drawings, operating instructions and risk assessments. An important exception applies in that
special services can be installed for data provision
on the NCU or the PLC that take up computing
capacity and could potentially hinder safetyrelevant functions of the device.
17
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ABOUT EUPROGIGANT
EuProGigant stands for “European Production
Giganet for calamity avoiding self-orchestration
of value chain and learning ecosystems”. The
binational project commenced on 1 March 2021
and will run for four years. The aim is to build a
cross-location, digitally networked production
ecosystem. The framework is provided by the
Austrian programme “RTI Offensive Big Data in
Production” of the Research Promotion Agency
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